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http://gendershades.org/overview.html
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing



COMPAS

► Correctional Offender Management Profiling for 
Alternative Sanctions

► Used in prisons across country: AZ, CO, DL, KY, LA, 
OK, VA, WA, WI

► “Evaluation of a defendant’s rehabilitation needs”
► Recidivism = likelihood of criminal to reoffend



COMPAS (continued)

► “Our analysis of Northpointe’s tool, called COMPAS (which 
stands for Correctional Offender Management Profiling for 
Alternative Sanctions), found that black defendants were far 
more likely than white defendants to be incorrectly judged to 
be at a higher risk of recidivism, while white defendants were 
more likely than black defendants to be incorrectly flagged as 
low risk.”



1. COMPAS analysis
2. What is fairness in machine learning?
3. Quantitative definitions of fairness in 

supervised learning
4. Practical tools for analyzing bias
5. Solutions, ethics, and other curveballs



► Original: https://github.com/propublica/compas-
analysis/blob/master/Compas%20Analysis.ipynb

► Exercise: https://github.com/irenetrampoline/compas-python

► Colab solutions: http://bit.ly/sidn-compas-sol



Practicum options

1. Work in small groups – 5 min segments
2. Code all together live



COMPAS Follow-up

► Two-year cutoff implementation is wrong

► Question 19 is highly subjective

► Thresholds for police searches may be different by groups

► Judges use risk scores as one input but have final say



Alex Albright, If You Give a Judge a Risk Score, 2019.
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What is NOT bias in machine learning?

► It is not necessarily malicious.
► Bias can occur even when everyone, from the data collectors to the 

engineers to the medical professionals, have the best intentions.

► It is not one and done.
► Just because an algorithm has no bias now does not mean it has no 

potential later.

► It is not new.
► Researchers have raised concerns over the last 50 years.



What IS bias in machine learning?

► It is defined many ways, for example disparate treatment or 
impact of algorithm. See also, fairness or discrimination.

► It is the culmination of a flawed system.
► Sources including bias in the data collection, bias in the algorithmic 

process, and bias in the deployment.

► It is the vigilance of how technology can amplify or create 
bias.



What are protected classes?

► Race
► Sex
► Religion
► National origin
► Citizenship
► Pregnancy
► Disability status
► Genetic information



Regulated Domains

►Credit (Equal Credit Opportunity Act)
►Education (Civil Rights Act of 1964; Education 

Amendments of 1972)
►Employment (Civil Rights Act of 1964)
►Housing (Fair Housing Act)
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How do we define “bias”?

►Fairness through unawareness
►Group fairness
►Calibration
►Error rate balance
►Representational fairness
►Counterfactual fairness
► Individual fairness
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Fairness through unawareness

► Idea: Don’t record protected attributes, 
and don’t use them in your algorithm
► Predict risk Y from features X and group A 

using 𝑃 𝑌# = 𝑌 𝑋 instead of 𝑃 𝑌# = 𝑌	 𝑋, 𝐴)

► Pros: Guaranteed to not be making a 
judgement on protected attribute

► Cons: Other proxies may still be included 
in a “race-blind” setting, e.g. zip code or 
conditions
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Group Fairness
► Idea: Require prediction rate be the same across protected groups

► E.g. “20% of the resources should go to the group that has 20% of population”

► Predict risk Y from features X and group A such that 
𝑃 𝑌# = 1 𝐴 = 1 = 𝑃 𝑌# = 1	 𝐴 = 0)

► Pros: Literally treats each race equally
► Cons: 

► Too strong: Groups might have different base rates. Then, even a perfect classifier 
wouldn’t qualify as “fair”

► Too weak: Doesn’t control error rate. Could be perfectly biased (correct for A=0 and 
wrong for A=1) and still satisfy.
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Calibration

► Idea: Same positive predictive value 
across groups
► Predict Y from features X and group A with 

score S: 𝑃 𝑌 = 1 𝑆 = 𝑠, 𝐴 = 1 = 𝑃(𝑌 =
1	|𝑆 = 𝑠, 𝐴 = 0)

► Pros: “Equally right across groups”
► Cons: Not compatible with error rate 

balance (next slide)

► Chouldechova, “Fair prediction with disparate impact”, 2017.



Error rate balance
► Idea: Equal false positive rates 

(FPR) across groups
► 𝑃 𝑌# = 1 𝑌 = 0, 𝐴 = 1 =
𝑃 𝑌# = 1	 𝑌 = 0, 𝐴 = 0)

► Pros: “Equally wrong across 
groups”

► Cons: Incompatible with 
calibration and false negative 
rates (FNR), could dilute with 
easy cases

► Chouldechova, 2017.





“We prove that except in highly constrained special cases, 
there is no method that satisfies these three [fairness] 

conditions simultaneously.”



Representational Fairness

► Idea: Learn latent 
representation Z to 
minimize group information 

► Pros: Reduce information 
given to model but still 
keep important info

► Cons: Trade-off between 
accuracy and fairness

► Zemel et al, 2013.



Counterfactual Fairness
► Idea: Group A should not 

cause prediction 𝑌#
► Pros: Can model explicit 

connections between 
variables

► Cons: 
► Graph model may not actually 

represent world
► Inference assumes observed 

confounders



Individual fairness

► Idea: Similar individuals should be 
treated similarly

► Pros: Can model heterogeneity 
within each group

► Cons: Notion of “similar” is hard to 
define mathematically, especially in 
high dimensions

► Dwork et al, ITCS 2012.



How do we define “bias”?

►Fairness through unawareness
►Group fairness
►Calibration
►Error rate balance
►Representational fairness
►Counterfactual fairness
► Individual fairness

Not useful 

More standard

More experimental
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Understanding data heterogeneity
► We can understand unstructured 

psychiatric notes through LDA 
topic modeling

► One salient topic, substance 
abuse, had the following key 
words: use, substance, abuse cocaine, 
mood, disorder, dependence, positive, 
withdrawal, last, reports, ago, day, 
drug

Chen,	Szolovits,	Ghassemi;	AMA	Journal	of	Ethics 2019



Consider bias, variance, noise

Chen, Johansson, Sontag; NeurIPS 2018

Description

Bias How well the model fits the 
data

Variance How much the sample size 
affects the accuracy

Noise Irreducible error independent 
of sample size and model A B
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“The bias arises because the algorithm predicts health care 
costs rather than illness … despite health care cost 

appearing to be an effective proxy for health”
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Open questions

► How can we build inclusive algorithms and datasets?

► For what settings should we use algorithms?

► Can we ever promise an algorithm is “fair”?

► When should we use humans and when should we use 
algorithms?



Looking forward

► Researchers have made great progress auditing bias in 
existing wide-spread algorithms.

► Formalizing fairness quantitatively can build fairness 
constraints directly into high-stakes models.

► Long-term solutions include growing research community, 
rethinking datasets, and considering societal impacts.


